Giant and Mammoth Balls

85cm Lightweight
Beachball

2

60cm Lightweight Beach
Ball

1.1m Lightweight
Beachball

85cm Lightweight Giant Beach Ball

60cm Lightweight Giant Beach Ball

1.1m Lightweight Beach Ball

There is massive beach and poolside
fun to be had with this vinyl
multicolored beach ball.

There is massive beach and poolside
fun to be had with this vinyl
multicolored beach ball.

Giant 1.1m diameter inflatable beach
ball is fun at the beach, pool, picnic,
playground and more!

Actual colours of ball may vary; colours
used are white, red, yellow, light green,
orange and light blue.

Actual colours of ball may vary; colours
used are white, red, yellow, light green,
orange and light blue.

85cm in diameter it can be manually
inflated or by using a standard foot
pump.

60cm in diameter it can be manually
inflated or by using a standard foot
pump.

Made from stronger 9.6 gauge vinyl
material. 1.1m in diameter it can be
manually inflated or by using a standard
foot pump

2.4m Mammoth Beach
Ball
Massive Beach Balls
With a little imagination, you can
integrate this incredible, 2.4m diameter
vinyl beach ball into all sorts of fun
activities you will love -- field day
games, team 'rolling' races and lots
more.
Made from lightweight vinyl, the same
material as conventional beach balls,
this mammoth version makes for great
fun, but not greater strength.
Weighs approximately 7kg's when
inflated.
The multi-coloured ball includes an
attached polypropylene control rope and
inflates easily with any electric
inflator/deflator. Inflator not included see
Accessories
for suitable pumps
It's HUGE on fun!

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG0701

$24.95

YG0702

$14.95

YG0717

$59.95

YG0651

$259.95

120cm Splash Beachball

40cm Lightweight Beach
Ball

120cm Splash Beach Ball

40cm Lightweight Beach Ball

65cm PVC Basketball

There is massive beach and poolside
fun to be had with this vinyl
multicolored beach ball.

There is massive beach and poolside
fun to be had with this vinyl
multicolored beach ball.
40cm in diameter it can be manually
inflated or by using a standard foot
pump.

This big-and-bouncy PVC ball is ideal
for both indoor and outdoor activities.
Lightweight ( 1kg) it easily adapts to
rolling and passing games.
Inflator not included - we recommend
the Dual Action Foot Pump

Water splash patterns on a transparent
background.
120cm in diameter it can be manually
inflated or by using a standard foot
pump - see Accessories

65cm PVC Basketball

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG2700

$29.95

YG2701

$9.95

YG0709

$69.95

Regent Strata #3 Soccer
Ball -Black, White &
Orange
Regent Strata #3 Soccer Ball -Black,
White & Orange
32 panels, excellent value tough PVC
training ball, durable & reliable.
Great trainer for schools and clubs on
grass and artificial turf surfaces.
Size 3 is generally suitable for ages up
to 8 years.
Inflator not included.

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG2332

$14.95
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90cm Inflatable LiteFlite
Cube
LiteFlite Cube
This large and colourful 90cm sided
cube floats in the air like a feather!
Constructed with light-weight and
durable "parachute" rip-stop nylon,
these shapes are ideal for any number
of games from volleyball, crab soccer
and more.
Bladderless shapes are so lightweight
that they are ideal for any age group
and ability.
Please note, these shapes inflate
through a zip fastener and are therefore
not air tight; they will remain inflated for
up to an hour of enjoyment and will
need to be re-filled with air occasionally
during use.

100cm Giant Inflatable
Earth Globe

40cm Inflatable Earth
Globe

Earth Globe Balloon - 2m

100cm Giant Inflatable Earth Globe
Featuring the latest generation of NASA
satellite imagery, EarthBalls are the
most visually authentic world globes
available anywhere.
Each EarthBall displays NightGlow
Cities, allowing you to see the world's
cities glowing brightly at night. Includes
the 20-page Global Handbook, chock
full of games, activities and
informational resources for Earth
adventurers of all ages.
EarthBalls make a wonderful gift for
children, teens, adults... just about
anyone. 100cm in diameter.

40cm Inflatable Earth Globe
Featuring the latest generation of NASA
satellite imagery, EarthBalls are the
most visually authentic world globes
available anywhere.
Each EarthBall displays NightGlow
Cities, allowing you to see the world's
cities glowing brightly at night. Includes
the 20-page Global Handbook, chock
full of games, activities and
informational resources for Earth
adventurers of all ages.
EarthBalls make a wonderful gift for
children, teens, adults... just about
anyone. 40cm in diameter.

Earth Globe Balloon - 2m diameter in
blue and green
These giant heavy-duty inflatable vinyl
balloons are ideal for advertising or
decoration and suitable to use with air
or helium! Made from 18micron thick
vinyl these closed cell PVC balloons with
UV inhibitor will stay inflated for last 4-6
months before topping off is needed.
Hard wearing, durable AND functional,
what better way to show how big the
planet can really be!

Requires inflation - pumps sold
separately.
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SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG1202

$49.95

YG0765

$199.95

YG0764

$34.95

YG0881

$1,495.00

Vinyl Running Ball - 1.9m 65cm Inflatable Write On 80cm White Colour-Me-In
& Wipe Off Globe
Beach Ball
Vinyl Running Ball - 1.9m diameter
Made as closed-cell balls from 1000D
PVC Tarpaulin with radio frequency
welded seams gives this product extra
durability. Each ball comes with a
waterproof zipper to allow the user to
crawl inside and separate boston
inflation valve. Please note current
version have black stripes as shown in
images below.
Warnings:
Please note that this product is not a toy
and MUST only to be used under
CONSTANT RESPONSIBLE adult
supervision. Do not remain inside ball
for longer than 10 minutes. If used on
water please ensure lifesavers are
present with flotation devices and
suitable equipment. Running balls are
used at owners own risk. Any person
using these balls or in connection with
these running balls do so on the
absolute understanding that they do so
entirely at their own risk.
Please ensure that a responsible adult
supervising carries a safety blade in
case emergency access is required.
These balls can be used on water and
land and are inflated using a leaf blower

65cm Inflatable Write On & Wipe Off
World Globe Learning Ball
Invent your own world-wise games with
this giant 65cm write-on and wipe-off
globe.
Customize your ball to enrich
geography, history, literature and social
studies lessons. Locate and label
continents, bodies of water, countries,
trade routes and more. Ideal for
demonstration and exploration
exercises.
Ball has no printed words making it
perfect for assessments.
Each package includes repair kit,
activity guide, plus hook and string for
hanging. Use with white board,
projector or similar markers.
Suitable for grades K+.
Another great Learning Resources
product

BeachBalzeez

80cm Colour-Me-In Beach Ball

BeachBalzeez

Just inflate, colour and play!

The Most Fun Kid-Sized Beach Ball
Ever!
■ * Shake, rattle, roll or hit it.
■ * Watch the balls inside bounce
around like crazy!
■ * 27cm diameter commercial quality
ball.
■ * 6 clear panels, 6 mini balls inside.

A super fun individual or group activity
for any season!
Recommended use with permanent
markers. White beach ball is 0.25mm
thick (approx. 25% thicker than the
average beach ball).
Sold individually.
Help Kids Create with Color-Me!
Every Color-Me? kit is like a blank
canvas, giving kids a chance to express
their inner artists - Ready to Decorate,
Right Away!
Fresh and engaging? You bet! But
Color-Me? also puts the FUN in
FUNctional. We design every project to
be useful ? pretty, practical and durably
made to last a long time!

The most fun beach ball ever! Shake,
rattle, roll or hit it and the balls inside
create an exciting look and experience.
This kid-size 27cm - diameter beach
ball features 6 clear main panels, two
small white end panels and 6 different
colored mini balls inside!
Quality that is suitable for school and
other commercial/institution use.
Durable vinyl material is approx. 25%
thicker than standard beach balls.
Great for the pool, volleyball, toss
games or a fun way to spice just about
any physical activity.

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG2602

$695.00

YG0768

$39.95

YG0760

$39.95

YG0601

$19.95
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Budget 20cm PVC Balls

90cm LiteFlite Ball

120cm LiteFlite cube

Budget 20cm PVC Balls

LiteFlite Ball

LiteFlite Cube

Blue Gigaball

This easy to inflate ball is perfect for
developing hand-eye coordination in the
young 'uns. Inflator not included.

This large and colourful 90cm diameter
ball floats in the air like a feather; they
mimic the same kind of airborne activity
you would see in a balloon!

This large and colourful 120cm sided
cube floats in the air like a feather!

Your child is just going to love playing in
and exploring the giant-sized Blue Giga
Ball.

Colour/s may vary from those shown

Constructed with light-weight and
durable "parachute" rip-stop nylon,
these shapes are ideal for any number
of games from volleyball, crab soccer
and more.
Bladderless shapes are so lightweight
that they are ideal for any age group
and ability. Please note, these shapes
inflate through a zip fastener and are
therefore not air tight; they will remain
inflated for up to an hour of enjoyment
and will need to be re-filled with air
occasionally during use.
Requires inflation - The best means of
inflating this product is to use the 'blow'
connection on a dual purpose vacuum
cleaner; you may also use a leaf blower,
an air compressor or many other high
volume air pump.

Constructed with light-weight and
durable "parachute" rip-stop nylon,
these shapes are ideal for any number
of games from volleyball, crab soccer
and more.
Bladderless shapes are so lightweight
that they are ideal for any age group
and ability.
Please note, these shapes inflate
through a zip fastener and are therefore
not air tight; they will remain inflated for
up to an hour of enjoyment and will
need to be re-filled with air occasionally
during use.
Requires inflation - pumps sold
separately.

We also sell pumps separately.
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Giant Tumbling Rolling
1.3m Gigaball

This inflatable creation allows kids to
crawl through the center or climb inside
and roll around.
The vinyl material is safe for indoor or
outdoor use. This life-size inflatable ball
will thrill kids for hours. They can crawl
over or through the ball and nesteld
inside the cushioned centers, kids can
safely roll around like never before
Features:
■ Multiple air chambers include 2 entry
and exit locations
■ Made of heavy duty vinyl
■ For indoor and outdoor use
■ Inflates to 1.35m diameter.
■ For ages 4 yrs. and up
Manufacturer's Suggested Age: 6
Years and Up
■ Collapsible Material
■ Vinyl Educational Focus
■ Physical Fitness, Motor Skills
■ Cleaning: Wipe Clean With Soap and
Water Assembly

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG0749

$9.95

YG1204

$49.95

YG1203

$69.95

YG1142

$79.95

45cm Nylon Cageball

60cm Nylon Cageball

90cm Nylon Cageball

1.2m Nylon Cageball

45cm Nylon Cageball and Bladder.

60cm Nylon Cageball and Bladder.

90cm Nylon Cageball and Bladder.

120cm Nylon Cageball and Bladder.

Cageballs provide unlimited group play
opportunities for all ages and ability
levels.

Cageballs provide unlimited group play
opportunities for all ages and ability
levels.

Cageballs provide unlimited group play
opportunities for all ages and ability
levels.

Cageballs provide unlimited group play
opportunities for all ages and ability
levels.

Nylon cageballs are made of extra
heavy-duty 420 denier nylon with
tremendous seam strength to last for
years.

Nylon cageballs are made of extra
heavy-duty 420 denier nylon with
tremendous seam strength to last for
years.

Nylon cageballs are made of extra
heavy-duty 420 denier nylon with
tremendous seam strength to last for
years.

Nylon cageballs are made of extra
heavy-duty 420 denier nylon with
tremendous seam strength to last for
years.

All seams are double-stiched with heavy
nylon thread.

All seams are double-stiched with heavy
nylon thread.

All seams are double-stiched with heavy
nylon thread.

All seams are double-stiched with heavy
nylon thread.

Handwashing suggested.

Handwashing suggested.

Handwashing suggested.

Handwashing suggested.

NOTE: Image with children shows 60cm
Cageball front, 90cm Cageball rear

NOTE: Image with children shows 60cm
Cageball front, 90cm Cageball rear

NOTE: Image with children shows 60cm
Cageball front, 90cm Cageball rear

NOTE: Image with children shows 60cm
Cageball front, 90cm Cageball rear

Heavy duty bladder (similar to fitness
balls) inflates with standard pump
inflator fitting and seals with plastic
plug insert.
Inflator not included - we
recommend manual dual action foot
pumps.

Heavy duty bladder (similar to fitness
balls) inflates with standard pump
inflator fitting and seals with plastic
plug insert.
Inflator not included - we
recommend manual dual action foot
pumps.

Heavy duty bladder (similar to fitness
balls) inflates with standard pump
inflator fitting and seals with plastic
plug insert.
Inflator not included - we
recommend manual dual action foot
pumps.

Heavy duty bladder (similar to fitness
balls) inflates with standard pump
inflator fitting and seals with plastic
plug insert.
Inflator not included - we
recommend manual dual action foot
pumps.

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG0653

$39.95

YG0654

$59.95

YG0655

$84.95

YG0656

$174.95
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1.5m Nylon Cageball

8

1.8m Nylon Cageball

1.8m Black and White
Monster Soccer Ball

150cm Nylon Cageball and Bladder.

180cm Nylon Cageball and Bladder.

1.8m Soccer Ball

Cageballs provide unlimited group play
opportunities for all ages and ability
levels.

Cageballs provide unlimited group play
opportunities for all ages and ability
levels.

This is one MONSTER SIZED soccer ball
but only weighs 7kg.

Nylon cageballs are made of extra
heavy-duty 420 denier nylon with
tremendous seam strength to last for
years.

Nylon cageballs are made of extra
heavy-duty 420 denier nylon with
tremendous seam strength to last for
years.

All seams are double-stiched with heavy
nylon thread.

All seams are double-stiched with heavy
nylon thread.

Handwashing suggested.

Handwashing suggested.

NOTE: Image with children shows 60cm
Cageball front, 90cm Cageball rear

NOTE: Image with children shows 60cm
Cageball front, 90cm Cageball rear

Heavy duty bladder (similar to fitness
balls) inflates with standard pump
inflator fitting and seals with plastic
plug insert.
Inflator not included - we
recommend manual dual action foot
pumps.

Heavy duty bladder (similar to fitness
balls) inflates with standard pump
inflator fitting and seals with plastic
plug insert.
Inflator not included - we
recommend manual dual action foot
pumps. or high volume electric
inflators.

Each large soccer ball has a Heavy duty,
sturdy nylon covering and a soft (but
thick) vinyl bladder inside.
Cover opening is secured with a large
nylon zipper.
The covering may be removed if
necessary and can be hand washed
with a mild soap.
Inflator not included.
Made in the USA

1m Giant Pro-style
Volleyball - Various
Colours
100cm Pro-style Volley Ball
Take it to the beach, or upsize your fun
in the park or yard. Either way this giant
volleyball will catch the attention of
passers by who will definitely want to
join in!
The heavy-duty construction of the
bladder makes this ball perfect to take
outside.
It features a 100% double knit polyester
covering, plug, plug remover, and set of
instructions. When the cover gets dirty
simply remove the plug to deflate the
ball, remove the bladder, and put the
covering into the washing machine on a
gentle cycle.
Inflator not included - we
recommend the Manual Dual Action
Foot Pump
This ball can be custom printed with
your group, company or school logo.
Contact us for more information.
Made in the USA

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

YG0657

$349.95

YG0658

$599.95

YG0854

$795.00

YG0868-RW
YG0868-BW

Red/White
Blue/White

$149.95
$149.95

1.0m ProStyle Soccer Ball 1.0m All White Soccer Ball
- Various Colours
1.0m Pro-Style Soccer Balls Various Colour Options
Each large soccer ball has a sturdy
nylon covering and a soft (but thick)
vinyl bladder inside.
The covering may be removed if
necessary and can be hand washed
with a mild soap.
Inflator not included - we
recommend the Manual Dual Action
Foot Pump
Made in the USA

65cm Black with White
Soccer Ball

2.4m Soccer Ball

1.0m All White Soccer Ball

65cm Black with White Soccer Ball

2.4m Soccer Ball

This is one BIG soccer ball but only
weighs 4kg.

This universal size ball has many
applications, fun and practical!

This is one MONSTER SIZED soccer ball
but only weighs 10kg.

Each large soccer ball has a sturdy
nylon covering and a soft (but thick)
vinyl bladder inside.

It may be used as an exercise ball; the
removable, giant soccer ball themed
covering is colourful and eliminates that
sticky or slippery feeling that is common
with exercise balls, Pilates balls, or
Swiss balls and unlike a normal
exercise ball ours can be used indoors
and out.

Each large soccer ball has a Heavy duty,
sturdy nylon covering and a soft (but
thick) vinyl bladder inside.

The covering may be removed if
necessary and can be hand or gentle
machine washed with a mild soap.
This ball can be easily custom printed
with any company, school or group logo
for an additional charge.
Inflator not included - we
recommend Dual Action High Volume
Foot Pump.
Cover made in the USA
To see one of these balls in action, visit
Youtube where there is video of some
balls bought from Yardgames used in a
Nissan TV commercial.

Each ball comes with the following:
100% double-knit polyester covering,
heavy duty PVC plastic bladder, plug,
plug remover, hand or foot pump
adaptor, and a set of instructions.

Cover opening is secured with a large
nylon zipper.
The covering may be removed if
necessary and can be hand washed
with a mild soap.
Inflator not included.
Made in the USA

When the cover gets dirty simply
remove the plug to deflate the ball,
remove the bladder, and then pop the
covering into the washing machine on a
gentle cycle. After washing, drip dry to
avoid shrinkage.
Weighs less than 1.5kg.
Inflator not included - we
recommend Dual Action High Volume
Foot Pumps.
Cover made in the USA

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG0860-RWB
YG0860-BW
YG0860-RW

Blue/Red/White
Blue/White
Red/White

$149.95
$149.95
$149.95

YG0848

$149.95

YG0840

$89.95

YG0855

$995.00
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1.0m Black and White
Soccer Ball

Giant 65cm Tennis Ball

65cm White with Black
Soccer Ball

1m Giant Inflatable
Basketball

100cm Black and White Soccer Ball

Giant 65cm Tennis Ball

65cm Black with White Soccer Ball

1m Basket Ball

This universal size ball has many
applications, fun and practical!

Multi-purpose, fun and practical. See if
you can't lob this one over the net.

This universal size ball has many
applications, fun and practical!

It may be used as an exercise ball; the
removable, giant soccer ball themed
covering is colourful and eliminates that
sticky or slippery feeling that is common
with exercise balls, Pilates balls, or
Swiss balls and unlike a normal
exercise ball ours can be used indoors
and out.

May be used as an exercise ball; the
removable, tennis ball themed covering
is colourful and eliminates that sticky or
slippery feeling that is common with
exercise balls, Pilates balls or Swiss
balls and unlike a normal exercise ball
ours can be used indoors and out.

It may be used as an exercise ball; the
removable, giant soccer ball themed
covering is colourful and eliminates that
sticky or slippery feeling that is common
with exercise balls, Pilates balls, or
Swiss balls and unlike a normal
exercise ball ours can be used indoors
and out.

You will gaze in amazement when you
sees the size of this ball for playing
some hoops with!

Each ball comes with the following:
100% double-knit polyester covering,
heavy duty PVC plastic bladder, plug,
plug remover, hand or foot pump
adaptor, and a set of instructions.
When the cover gets dirty simply
remove the plug to deflate the ball,
remove the bladder, and then pop the
covering into the washing machine on a
gentle cycle. After washing, drip dry to
avoid shrinkage.
Weighs less than 3.5kg.
Inflator not included - we
recommend Dual Action High Volume
Foot Pumps.
Cover made in the USA

Each exercise ball comes with the
following: 100% double-knit polyester
covering, that has the same fuzzy
texture as a real tennis ball, heavy duty
PVC plastic bladder, plug, plug remover,
hand or foot pump adaptor, and a set of
instructions. Best of all each unit weighs
less than 1.5kg.
When the cover gets dirty simply
remove the plug to deflate the ball,
remove the bladder, and then pop the
covering in the washing machine on a
gentle cycle. After washing, drip dry to
avoid shrinkage.
The Heavy duty bladder inflates with a
standard pump inflator fitting and seals
with plastic plug insert fitting.

Each ball comes with the following:
100% double-knit polyester covering,
heavy duty PVC plastic bladder, plug,
plug remover, hand or foot pump
adaptor, and a set of instructions.
When the cover gets dirty simply
remove the plug to deflate the ball,
remove the bladder, and then pop the
covering into the washing machine on a
gentle cycle. After washing, drip dry to
avoid shrinkage.
Weighs less than 1.5kg.
Inflator not included - we
recommend Dual Action High Volume
Foot Pumps.
Cover made in the USA

Featuring a heavy-duty construction, the
PVC bladder makes this ball perfect to
take outside.
The cover is 100% double knit polyester
with stitched in black 'welds' and a
cleverly concealed velcro fastener; plug,
plug remover, and set of instructions
are also included.
When the cover gets dirty simply
remove the plug to deflate the ball,
remove the bladder, and put the
covering into the washing machine on a
gentle cycle.
Inflator not included - we
recommend the Manual Dual Action
Foot Pump.
Weighs 3kgs
Brown with Black stripes ONLY
Made in the USA

This ball can be custom printed with...
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SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG0851

$149.95

YG0863

$89.95

YG0850

$89.95

YG0867

$149.95

1m Tennis Ball

1.2m Sky Ball

1.5m Sky Ball

Giant 100cm Tennis Ball

1.2m Sky Ball

1.5m Sky Ball

Multi-purpose, fun and practical. See if
you can't lob this one over the net.

So light it almost floats!

So light it almost floats!

This multiuse 1.2m diameter playball
features a soft, flexible fabric and vinyl
bladder.

This multiuse 1.5m playball features a
soft, flexible fabric and vinyl bladder.

May be used as an exercise ball; the
removable, tennis ball themed covering
is colourful and eliminates that sticky or
slippery feeling that is common with
exercise balls, Pilates balls or Swiss
balls and unlike a normal exercise ball
ours can be used indoors and out.
Each exercise ball comes with the
following: 100% double-knit polyester
covering, that has the same fuzzy
texture as a real tennis ball, heavy duty
PVC plastic bladder, plug, plug remover,
hand or foot pump adaptor, and a set of
instructions. Best of all each unit weighs
less than 1.5kg.
When the cover gets dirty simply
remove the plug to deflate the ball,
remove the bladder, and then pop the
covering in the washing machine on a
gentle cycle. After washing, drip dry to
avoid shrinkage.
The Heavy duty bladder inflates with a
standard pump inflator fitting and seals
with plastic plug insert fitting.

Similar in weight to a regular soccer ball
or volleyball, but over 4 times their size!
Substitute for a soccer ball, volleyball or
anywhere you might use a beach ball.
Be mindful though.... just like clouds in
the sky, be too rough and they will
burst!

Toss N Talk About
Conversation Ball Getting Acquainted
Toss N Talk About Conversation Ball
- Getting Acquainted

Similar in weight to a regular soccer ball
or volleyball, but over 6 times their size!
Substitute for a soccer ball, volleyball or
anywhere you might use a beach ball.
Be mindful though.... just like clouds in
the sky, be too rough and they will
burst!

Add Fitness and Fun to Reminiscing
Sessions!
■ One of our hugely popular
conversation balls!
■ Break the ice with questions such as
"If you had 1 wish what would it
be?" "My first car was a ____" and
"Describe your family."
■ Players catch the ball and answer the
social prompt.
■ A specific question or directive is
selected by the position of their
thumb.
60cm inflatable ball includes game and
activity ideas. Perfect for one-on one
sessions or group activities. Easily
adaptable for all age and functioning
levels.
Questions cover light-hearted topics like
"What's your favorite ice cream flavor?"
to encouraging social prompts like
"Pass the ball to someone whose name
you know." This unique 24" inflatable
ball is printed with simple instructions
or questions that will encourage social
interaction, reminiscing, relaxation,...

This ball can be custom printed with...
SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG0864

$149.95

YG0743

$99.95

YG0744

$124.95

YG0759-A

$29.95
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Toss N Talk About
Conversation Ball Reminiscing

Toss N Talk About
Conversation Ball Original

Toss N Talk About
Conversation Ball Numbers

Toss N Talk About Conversation Ball
- Reminiscing

Toss N Talk About Conversation Ball
- Original

Toss N Talk About Conversation Ball
- Numbers

Add Fitness and Fun to Reminiscing
Sessions!
Our conversation-starting ball is a lively,
effective way to focus attention and
draw clients into fun social situations.
Open-ended questions encourage
sharing memories, opinions, support
and even laughter. When the ball is
caught, the player responds to the
question or statement under his or her
right thumb. The Reminiscing Ball
covers topics like favorite childhood
radio programs, toys, food and more.
This 60cm PVC ball includes game and
activity ideas. Perfect for one-on one
sessions or group activities. Easily
adaptable for all age and functioning
levels.
Ball can be manually inflated or by
using a standard foot pump - see
Accessories

12

Hugely popular conversation ball
features 60 categories!
Categories include Circus Animals, First
Ladies and Superheroes.
Players catch the ball and name 3 items
that relate to a category.A specific
category is selected by the position of
their thumb.
The original Toss n Talk-About Ball
features 60 categories (such as Circus
Animals, First Ladies and Superheroes).
This 60cm PVC ball includes game and
activity ideas. Perfect for one-on one
sessions or group activities. Easily
adaptable for all age and functioning
levels.
Ball can be manually inflated or by
using a standard foot pump - see
Accessories

One of our hugely popular conversation
balls!
From reminiscing to simple math - the
number ball is an excellent resource for
recovering and improving speech! Just
toss the ball. The recipient looks under
his or her right thumb and calls out a
number. Have them add up a sequence
or relate a memory attached to a certain
number... and so much more! This
60cm PVC ball includes game and
activity ideas. Perfect for one-on one
sessions or group activities. Easily
adaptable for all age and functioning
levels.
Ball can be manually inflated or by
using a standard foot pump - see
Accessories

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG0759-R

$29.95

YG0759-O

$29.95

YG0759-N

$29.95

Toss N Talk About
Conversation Ball - Music
Toss N Talk About Conversation Ball
- Music
One of our hugely popular conversation
balls!
Name a song title or hum a verse!
Players catch the ball and name 3 items
that relate to a category.
A specific category is selected by the
position of their thumb. When players
catch the ball and their thumb is
touching a red category, they must
name a song title; if it's touching a
black category, they must sing or hum a
verse.
This 60cm PVC ball includes game and
activity ideas. Perfect for one-on one
sessions or group activities. Easily
adaptable for all age and functioning
levels.
Ball can be manually inflated or by
using a standard foot pump - see
Accessories

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG0759-M

$29.95

Toss N Talk About
Toss N Talk About
Conversation Ball - Letters Conversation Ball - Food
and Nutrition II
Toss N Talk About Conversation Ball
- Letters
One of our hugely popular conversation
balls!
A fun way to involve your whole group
in lively communication, interaction or
improving speech skills. It all starts
when the ball is tossed. Players can
start a progressive story, call out a
favorite food, or name any three items
that begin with whichever letter falls
under his or her right thumb.
This 60cm PVC ball includes game and
activity ideas. Perfect for one-on one
sessions or group activities. Easily
adaptable for all age and functioning
levels.
Ball can be manually inflated or by
using a standard foot pump - see
Accessories

Toss N Talk About Conversation Ball
- Food and Nutrition II
One of our hugely popular conversation
balls!
Question-Answer Ball Promotes Healthy
Habits!
Mind-sharpening, plus it encourages
socializing and fitness fun! Help stem
the tide of poor nutrition. Better foods
equal increased metabolism and
energy!
Eating processed and refined food that
has lost its nutritional value can cause
reduced metabolism and lack of energy,
among other things. This mindsharpening question-answer ball
encourages better eating habits, social
interaction and physical fitness fun!
Features questions like "Your body uses
protein for energy. T or F?" and "What
is the main nutrient in meat, beans, fish
and nuts?"

Toss N Talk About
Conversation Ball Movement

Toss N Talk About
Conversation Ball - Go
Green

Toss N Talk About Conversation Ball
- Movement

Toss N Talk About Conversation Ball
- Go Green

One of our hugely popular conversation
balls!
Illustrated with over 80 imaginative
range-of-motion, stretching and simple
movement activities, such as "Sway like
a tree in the wind," "Dance hilariously"
and "Reach up and pick 5 apples from a
tree." Players simply toss, catch, read
and react!

One of our hugely popular conversation
balls!

This 60cm PVC ball includes game and
activity ideas. Perfect for one-on one
sessions or group activities. Easily
adaptable for all age and functioning
levels.
Ball can be manually inflated or by
using a standard foot pump - see
Accessories

Players just catch and respond to
what's under their right thumb.Activity
guide included.Topics include energy
hogs at home, renewable energy, the 3
R's (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle), curbing
carbon emissions and many more! This
60cm PVC ball features 60
conversation-sparking questions.
Players just catch and respond to
what's under their right thumb. Includes
game and activity ideas. Perfect for
one-on one sessions or group activities.
Easily adaptable for all age and
functioning levels. Ball can be manually
inflated or by using a standard foot
pump - see Accessories

This 60cm PVC ball includes game and
activity ideas. Perfect for one-on one
sessions or group activities. Easily
adaptable for all age and functioning
levels.
Ball can be manually inflated or by
using a standard foot pump - see
SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG0759-L

$29.95

Education's the First Step to a Greener,
Cleaner Planet!
24" PVC ball is a fun toss-and-respond
activity.
Features 60 conversation-sparking
questions.

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG0759-I

$29.95

YG0759-H

$29.95

YG0759-G

$29.95
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Toss N Talk About
Conversation Ball - Food
and Nutrition

Toss N Talk About
Conversation Ball Original II

Toss N Talk About
Conversation Ball - Men's
Stuff

Toss N Talk About
Conversation Ball Relaxation

Toss N Talk About Conversation Ball
- Food and Nutrition

Toss N Talk About Conversation Ball
- Original II

Toss N Talk About Conversation Ball
- Men's Stuff

Toss N Talk About Conversation Ball
- Relaxation

One of our hugely popular conversation
balls!

One of our hugely popular conversation
balls!

One of our hugely popular conversation
balls!

Makes learning about nutrition fun! Our
exclusive 40cm beach ball is covered by
colorful graphics that depict 40 foods
and 6 food categories. Instructions
include activity ideas that require
movement for a variety of ages, so your
group will be burn calories as they
learn. Great tool for classroom and P.E.
classes.

Add some physical fitness - and a whole
lot of fun - to your reminiscing sessions.
When the ball is caught, the player
names 3 items that fit into a specific
category that has been selected by the
position of their thumb.

Liven up group chats with fun questions
and often hilarious answers! Questions
are geared to men (i.e. Kinds of Trucks).
When the ball is caught, the idea is to
give 3 possible answers to the question
under the player's thumb, but the sky's
the limit when the conversation gets
going! Offers men a comfortable setting
to talk.

One of our hugely popular conversation
balls!
Promote peaceful group sessions with
positive directions and questions such
as "Hug someone" and "Name 2
healthy ways you can relax." Also
features calming activity suggestions
like "Close your eyes and imagine
children playing. Describe what you
see" and "Clench your fists tightly, then
release and shake them out." This
unique 60cm inflatable ball is printed
with simple instructions or questions
that will encourage social interaction,
reminiscing, relaxation, self-esteem or
just exploring personal feelings. Players
catch the ball and name answer a
question or directive.
A specific question is selected by the
position of their thumb.

40cm inflatable ball includes game and
activity ideas. Perfect for one-on one
sessions or group activities. Easily
adaptable for all age and functioning
levels.
Ball can be manually inflated or by
using a standard foot pump - see
Accessories

60cm inflatable ball includes game and
activity ideas. Perfect for one-on one
sessions or group activities. Easily
adaptable for all age and functioning
levels.
Ball can be manually inflated or by
using a standard foot pump - see
Accessories

60cm inflatable ball includes game and
activity ideas. Perfect for one-on one
sessions or group activities. Easily
adaptable for all age and functioning
levels.
Ball can be manually inflated or by
using a standard foot pump - see
Accessories

60cm inflatable ball includes game and
activity ideas. Perfect for one-on one
sessions or group activities. Easily
adaptable for all age and functioning
levels.
Ball can be manually inflated or by
using a standard foot pump - see
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SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG0759-F

$29.95

YG0759-E

$29.95

YG0759-D

$29.95

YG0759-C

$29.95

Toss N Talk About
Conversation Ball - Talk
About Me

Toss N Talk About
Conversation Ball Women's Stuff

Toss N Talk About Conversation Ball
- Talk About Me

Toss N Talk About Conversation Ball
- Women's Stuff
Liven up group chats with fun questions
and often hilarious answers! Questions
are geared to women (i.e. Favorite
"Chick Flicks"), offering women a
comfortable setting in which to talk.
When the ball is caught, the idea is to
give 3 possible answers to the question
under the player's thumb, but the sky's
the limit when the conversation gets
going! Game and activity ideas included.
This 60cm PVC ball includes game and
activity ideas. Perfect for one-on one
sessions or group activities. Easily
adaptable for all age and functioning
levels.
Ball can be manually inflated or by
using a standard foot pump - see
Accessories

Add Fitness and Fun to Reminiscing
Sessions!
■ One of our hugely popular
conversation balls!
■ Encourage self expression with
questions like "I am very good at
___"
■ Players catch the ball and name
answer a question or directive.
■ A specific question is selected by the
position of their thumb.
60cm inflatable ball includes game and
activity ideas. Perfect for one-on one
sessions or group activities. Easily
adaptable for all age and functioning
levels.
Encourage self expression with
questions such as "Name something
that people would find interesting about
you" and "Name someone who inspires
you" plus positive affirmations such as
"Each moment is another opportunity to
believe in yourself". This unique 60cm
inflatable ball is printed with simple
instructions or questions that will
encourage social interaction,
reminiscing, relaxation, self-esteem or
SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG0759-B

$29.95

YG0759-W

$29.95

Hoberman Mini Sphere Rainbow

Hoberman Mini Sphere Universe

Hoberman Original Transforming Mini
Sphere

Hoberman Original Transforming Mini
Sphere - Universe Glow in the Dark

The original Hoberman toy; a classic
and a favorite of kids and adults
everywhere. Chuck Hoberman's
magically transforming "Unfolding
Structures" have a magical motion,
amazing everyone. It's addictive - just
TRY to put it down.

The original Hoberman toy; a classic
and a favorite of kids and adults
everywhere. Chuck Hoberman's
magically transforming "Unfolding
Structures" have a magical motion,
amazing everyone. It's addictive - just
TRY to put it down.

Perfect for kids and stressed-out adults;
use it as a visual aid to demonstrate the
benefits of opening up and
communicating versus being closed and
'prickly'.

Perfect for kids and stressed-out adults;
use it as a visual aid to demonstrate the
benefits of opening up and
communicating versus being closed and
'prickly'.

This Mini version expands from 14cm to
30cm in diameter

This Mini version expands from 14cm to
30cm in diameter

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG8000

$24.95

YG8002

$24.95
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Hoberman Transforming
Sphere - Rainbow

Hoberman Transforming
Sphere - Universe Glow

Hoberman Transforming
Sphere - Rings

Hoberman Transforming
Sphere - Firefly

Hoberman Original Transforming
Sphere - Rainbow

Hoberman Original Transforming
Sphere - Universe Glow

Hoberman Original Transforming
Sphere - Rings

Hoberman Original Transforming
Sphere - Firefly

The original Hoberman toy; a classic
and a favorite of kids and adults
everywhere. Chuck Hoberman's
magically transforming "Unfolding
Structures" have a magical motion,
amazing everyone. It's addictive - just
TRY to put it down.

The original Hoberman toy; a classic
and a favorite of kids and adults
everywhere. Chuck Hoberman's
magically transforming "Unfolding
Structures" have a magical motion,
amazing everyone.

The original Hoberman toy; a classic
and a favorite of kids and adults
everywhere. Chuck Hoberman's
magically transforming "Unfolding
Structures" have a magical motion,
amazing everyone.

The original Hoberman toy; a classic
and a favorite of kids and adults
everywhere. Chuck Hoberman's
magically transforming "Unfolding
Structures" have a magical motion,
amazing everyone.

Perfect for kids and stressed-out adults;
use it as a visual aid to demonstrate the
benefits of opening up and
communicating versus being closed and
'prickly'.

It's addictive - just TRY to put it down.
Perfect for kids and stressed-out adults;
use it as a visual aid to demonstrate the
benefits of opening up and
communicating versus being closed and
'prickly'.

It's addictive - just TRY to put it down.
Perfect for kids and stressed-out adults;
use it as a visual aid to demonstrate the
benefits of opening up and
communicating versus being closed and
'prickly'.

It's addictive - just TRY to put it down.
Perfect for kids and stressed-out adults;
use it as a visual aid to demonstrate the
benefits of opening up and
communicating versus being closed and
'prickly'.

This version expands from 25cm to
80cm in diameter Includes a pulley,
hardware and instructions to hang as a
kinetic mobile, plus an educational
booklet and a "Cool Things to Do"
activity sheet.

This version expands from 25cm to
80cm in diameter Includes a pulley,
hardware and instructions to hang as a
kinetic mobile, plus an educational
booklet and a "Cool Things to Do"
activity sheet.

This version expands from 25cm to
80cm in diameter Includes a pulley,
hardware and instructions to hang as a
kinetic mobile, plus an educational
booklet and a "Cool Things to Do"
activity sheet.

This version expands from 25cm to
80cm in diameter Includes a pulley,
hardware and instructions to hang as a
kinetic mobile, plus an educational
booklet and a "Cool Things to Do"
activity sheet.
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SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG8004

$49.95

YG8006

$49.95

YG8005

$49.95

YG8007

$49.95

Hoberman Transforming
Mega Monster Sphere

1.0m All White Soccer Ball
with Printed Logo

Hoberman Original Transforming
Sphere
The original Hoberman toy; a classic
and a favorite of kids and adults
everywhere. Chuck Hoberman's
magically transforming "Unfolding
Structures" have a magical motion,
amazing everyone. It's addictive - just
TRY to put it down.

1.0m All White Soccer Ball with Logo

Perfect for kids and stressed-out adults;
use it as a visual aid to demonstrate the
benefits of opening up and
communicating versus being closed and
'prickly'. This Mega version expands
from 45cm to 140cm in diameter.
It is huge, really huge. Six latches safely
lock it in the open position to create the
perfect playhouse for indoors or
outdoors. Roll it around, climb inside ? it
is great for the yard, the beach or a
birthday party. When the party is over, it
collapses small for easy storage.
Activity and Game Sheet included.

This is one BIG soccer ball but only
weighs 4kg.
Each large soccer ball has a sturdy
nylon covering and a soft (but thick)
heavy vinyl bladder inside. .
The covering may be removed if
necessary and can be hand washed or
gentle machine washable with a mild
soap.
This ball can be custom heat press
printed with your group, company,
school or any other logo. All artwork will
need to be supplied in print ready
(preferably PDF) format otherwise
additional charges apply. Although there
are no colour limits, please consider the
artwork printing as a similar process to
inkjet printing; there are occasionally
configuration and appearance
limitations.
Logo's are charges per print - if you
want your logo in two locations on the
ball it will cost 2 print chages.
Please email your artwork to us quoting
your order number once you have
completed the check out process.
Maximum logo size is 400mm x 290mm
including bleed/print set space.

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

YG8010

$199.95

YG0848L
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